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Abstract

Accurate and efficient simulations facilitate cost-effective design and analysis of large, complex, embedded systems,

whose behaviors are typically hybrid, i.e. continuous behaviors interspersed with discrete mode changes. In this paper

we present an approach for deriving component-based computational models of hybrid systems using hybrid bond graphs

(HBGs), a multi-domain, energy-based modeling language that provides a compact framework for modeling hybrid

physical systems. Our approach exploits the causality information inherent in HBGs to derive component-based com-

putational models of hybrid systems as reconfigurable block diagrams. Typically, only small parts of the computational

structure of a hybrid system change when mode changes occur. Our key idea is to identify the bonds and elements of

HBGs whose causal assignments are invariant across system modes, and use this information to derive space-efficient

reconfigurable block diagram models that may be reconfigured efficiently when mode changes occur. This reconfiguration

is based on the incremental reassignment of causality implemented as the Hybrid Sequential Causal Assignment

Procedure, which reassigns causality for the new mode based on the causal assignment of the previous mode.

The reconfigurable block diagrams are general, and they can be transformed into simulation models for generating

system behavior. Our modeling and simulation methodology, implemented as the Modeling and Transformation of HBGs

for Simulation (MoTHS) tool suite, includes a component-based HBG modeling paradigm and a set of model translators

for translating the HBG models into executable models. In this work, we use MoTHS to build a high-fidelity MATLAB

Simulink model of an electrical power distribution system.
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1. Introduction

Accurate and efficient simulations facilitate cost-
effective design and behavior analysis of large, complex,
embedded systems. For example, high-fidelity simula-
tions help to reduce expensive and time-consuming
design tasks, such as prototype building and testing. In
addition, simulation models help to speed up the design,
implementation, testing, and validation of control, diag-
nosis, and prognosis algorithms built to ensure safety
and reliability in system operations. Moreover, such
models provide a comprehensive framework for experi-
mental analysis of a variety of fault scenarios that
cannot be easily introduced into real systems.

However, developing simulations of large-scale
embedded systems is non-trivial, since these complex

systems may consist of a large number of interacting
components with hybrid (i.e. mixed continuous and dis-
crete) behaviors that are represented by a discrete set of
system modes, with each defining a new set of
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continuous dynamics. To represent the discrete operat-
ing modes of a hybrid system, some modeling lan-
guages, such as hybrid automata,1 require the
pre-enumeration of all system modes explicitly.
However, real-world hybrid systems typically involve
a large number of complex interacting subsystems,
where explicit enumeration of all system modes is infea-
sible. Building models of hybrid systems, therefore, is
greatly facilitated by using component-based modeling,
since component models are reusable, and modular
system models are easier to update and maintain. The
composition schemes for component-based models pro-
vide the advantage of building and validating models of
components individually before they are composed to
create the overall system model. Further, these schemes
dynamically derive the overall system mode as a com-
position of individual component modes. Therefore, the
modeler specifies individual (local) component modes
and does not have to work through the explicit enumer-
ation of all (global) system modes, although mode
changes must be handled at the component level. As
a result, the component-based models concisely repre-
sent hybrid system behaviors, but the effects of local
changes in individual component modes may force
other components to reconfigure their computational
structures during the simulation process. This is partic-
ularly true when model transitions occur at fast rates,
such as in modern electronics-based electrical power
systems.2

In this paper, we present a methodology for auto-
matic generation of simulation testbeds for hybrid sys-
tems modeled as hybrid bond graphs (HBGs).3,4 The
HBG modeling language allows for multi-domain,
physics-based modeling of embedded systems. HBGs
extend bond graphs (BGs)5 by incorporating idealized
switching functions which allow the energy flow paths
to be reconfigured whenever a mode change occurs in
the system. In previous work,6 we have developed a
component-based, hierarchical scheme for modeling
hybrid systems, where the system is modeled as a col-
lection of interconnected system components, each of
which is modeled as an HBG fragment. In hierarchical
HBGs, the components can be organized into different
levels of abstraction, and connected to each other
through energy and signal ports.

We exploit the causal structure inherent in HBGs to
derive efficient hybrid simulation models as reconfigur-
able block diagram (BD) structures. Causality defines
the computational directions of signals in HBG (and,
hence, BD) components. During behavior generation,
as the system transitions from one mode to another, the
causal structure of the HBG model changes, which
requires runtime reconfigurations of the BD models.
To achieve efficiency during simulation, we need to

minimize the computations associated with the reconfi-
guration process, and this is achieved by recognizing
that only small parts of the model typically change cau-
sality between consecutive mode changes. Our method-
ology identifies bonds and HBG elements whose causal
assignments, and, therefore, corresponding BD struc-
ture configurations, are invariant from one mode of
system operation to another, and also across all
modes. We use this information to construct
space-efficient simulation models that do not include
causal configurations that can never occur during sim-
ulation. Our causal reassignment procedure for HBGs,
Hybrid Sequential Causal Assignment Procedure
(Hybrid SCAP), builds upon the causal assignment pro-
cedure for BGs to incrementally reassign causality of
the new mode of the HBG based on the causal assign-
ment of the previous mode and known invariant causal
configurations. By avoiding the causal reassignment of
the entire system HBG, when only a small subset of the
HBG requires causal reassignment, we significantly
reduce the computational cost of model reconfigura-
tion, and thus improve simulation efficiency. In addi-
tion, we exploit the knowledge of invariant causal
configurations and avoid unnecessary calls to our
causal reassignment procedure, thus further improving
the simulation efficiency.

We implement our approach to building simulation
models as the Modeling and Transformation of HBGs
for Simulation (MoTHS) tool suite (available for
download at http://macs.isis.vanderbilt.edu/software/
MOTHS) in the Generic Modeling Environment
(GME),7 a meta-modeling framework for defining
domain-specific modeling languages. MoTHS consists
of a modeling language for graphically building
component-based HBG models, and a set of model
translators that convert these HBGs into executable
models that can be simulated using block-oriented gra-
phical solvers. Mature, well-developed, graphical mod-
eling simulation software, such as MATLAB�

Simulink�,8 are usually preferred over non-graphical
modeling approaches because of their ease of use.
Currently, MoTHS incorporates a model translator
that creates MATLAB Simulink models, however,
model translators for different simulation applications
can be easily incorporated into MoTHS by building
interpreters in GME. By translating HBGs to simula-
tion models for existing simulation environments, we
can leverage the sophisticated and robust solvers of
these simulation applications for these models.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach,
we use MoTHS to build a simulation testbed for the
Advanced Diagnostics and Prognostics Testbed
(ADAPT) at the NASA Ames Research Center,9

called VIRTUAL ADAPT. ADAPT is a representative
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electrical power distribution system for spacecraft
that presents a number of modeling challenges, since
it contains a large number of switching elements (over
50 relays and circuit breakers), fast-switching
power-conversion systems (inverters), and several inter-
acting components with complex non-linear dynamics.
Moreover, ADAPT is multi-domain because it con-
tains: electromechanical components, such as fans;
hydraulic components, such as pumps; and electroche-
mical components, such as batteries. Therefore,
ADAPT serves as an ideal example to highlight the
effectiveness of our simulation approach, since
domain-specific simulation programs, such as circuit
simulation applications, are not suitable for simulating
ADAPT. We provide experimental results to demon-
strate the effectiveness of VIRTUAL ADAPT in simulat-
ing faulty and nominal system behavior, and illustrate
the efficiency of our approach.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the HBG modeling language, and Section 3 presents an
overview of our modeling and simulation methodology.
Section 4 describes the generation of reconfigurable BDs
from HBGs. Section 5 explains our causal reassignment
procedure, and Section 6 describes how we simulate the
BD models. Section 7 describes the implementation of
the MoTHS tool suite. Section 8 presents the case study
and experimental results. Section 9 presents related
research in simulation schemes for hybrid systems, and
compares these approaches with ours. Section 10 con-
cludes the paper and presents future work.

2. The hybrid bond graph modeling
language

We adopt the HBG modeling language,3,4 an extension
of the BG language,5 for component-based modeling of
hybrid physical systems. An HBG is a graph whose
vertices are primitive elements that include energy stor-
age elements (capacitors, C, and inductors, I), energy
dissipation elements (resistors, R), energy transforma-
tion elements (transformers, TF, and gyrators, GY),
energy source elements (sources of effort, Se, and
sources of flow, Sf), and junctions (0- and 1-junctions)
through which all other HBG elements are connected to
one another. Table 1 presents the different HBG ele-
ments and their constituent equations. The edges that
connect these vertices are called bonds and are drawn as
half arrows. Bonds represent energy pathways between
the connected elements. Each bond is associated with
two variables: effort, e, and flow, f, where the product of
effort and flow is power, i.e. the rate of energy transfer
between components. The effort and flow variables
map to different physical variables in different energy
domains. For example, effort and flow variables,

respectively, map to voltage and current in the electrical
domain, force and velocity in the mechanical domain,
pressure difference and volumetric (or mass) flow rate
in the hydraulic domain, and temperature difference
and rate of flow of heat in the thermal domain. The
0- and 1-junctions represent idealized connections in
the system. For a 0- (or 1-) junction, the efforts (or
flows) of all incident bonds are equal, and the sum of
flows (or efforts) is zero. For example, in the electrical
domain, 0-junctions model (common voltage) parallel
connections, and 1-junctions model (common current)
series connections. The n-port I- (or C-) fields extend
the 1-port energy storage elements, so that each n-port
I- (or C-) field computes the value of n flows (or efforts)
it determines based on the n input efforts (or flows). The
parameter of each I- or C-field, therefore, is an n� n
matrix, as opposed to the single scalar parameter values
associated with I and C elements. Similarly, n-port R-
fields extend the 1-port R elements. In Section 8, n-port
elements are used to build some component models for
our case study, ADAPT. For non-linear systems, com-
ponent parameters can be algebraic functions of system
variables and external input signals. We implement
components with non-linear behaviors as modulated
HBG elements, and denote them by an ‘M’ prefixed
to the standard symbol for that element (e.g. a modu-
lated resistance is denoted as MR).

HBGs, like BGs, are intended for modeling physical
systems. They extend BGs by introducing idealized
switching junctions (also called controlled junctions3),
which allow the incorporation of mode changes. When
a switching junction is on, it behaves like a conventional
non-switching junction. When off, all bonds incident on
a junction are deactivated by enforcing 0 flows (for a
1-junction) or 0 efforts (for a 0-junction) on these
bonds (see Figures 1 and 2). A finite state machine imple-
ments the junction control specification (CSPEC). Each
state of the CSPEC maps to either the on or offmode of
the junction. Transitions between the CSPEC states, and
hence, junction modes, are defined by Boolean-valued
functions of system variables and/or system inputs,
called guards. A mode transition is termed controlled if
its occurrence is exclusively a result of control signals
that are external to the physical process, or autonomous,
if its occurrence is a result of internal system variables
(e.g. a circuit breaker tripping due to an increase in cur-
rent flowing through it). Since guards may include both
endogenous and exogenous variables, the CSPECs of
HBGs may capture either type of mode transition.

Example 1. To illustrate our methodology, we use a
simple electrical circuit, shown in Figure 3(a), as a run-
ning example. The components of the circuit are a volt-
age source, v(t), capacitors, C1 and C2, inductors,
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L1 and L2, resistors, R1 and R2, a relay, Sw1, and a
circuit breaker, Sw2. The modulated resistance R1 is
modeled as a function, g, i.e. R1¼ g(e3), where e3 is
the voltage drop across L1. We term the function, g,
the modulating function of resistance R1. Figure 3(b)

shows the HBG model for this circuit. There is a
one-to-one mapping between electrical circuit elements
and HBG elements. The switching junctions in the
HBG, 1a and 1e, have associated CSPECs, denoted by
CSPECa and CSPECe, respectively. The two CSPECs

Table 1. Causal assignments and block diagrams of linear hybrid bond graph elements
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are shown in Figure 4. In the example, the switching
signal, sw, is an external Boolean signal that determines
whether the relay is on or off. When sw goes from low
to high, the junction goes from its off to on mode, and
when the signal goes from high to low, the junction
goes from its on to off mode. The circuit breaker
turns off when the current through it, f9 (where
f9¼ f10¼ f11), exceeds the current limit (10 A), and is
reset by an external command, reset.

3. Building simulation models from
hybrid bond graphs: An overview

We develop a space- and time-efficient simulation
framework for hybrid systems modeled as HBGs.
Computational models of dynamic systems are typi-
cally expressed as ordinary differential equations
(ODEs), differential algebraic equations (DAEs), and
BD models. We choose the BD formulation as the

(a)

(b)

Se : v(t)

CSPECa
CSPECe

C : C1 I : L2

e1 e2

e3 e5

e4 e7

e6 e8 e11 f11f8f6

f7

f3 f5

f2 f4
0b 0d 1e

I: L1 R: R2MR: R1 = g(e3)

1c
e9

e10 f10

f1
1a

C : C2

Sw1 Sw2C1 C2R1

L1v(t) L2

R2

Figure 3. Example system: (a) circuit diagram; (b) hybrid bond graph.
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Figure 2. Semantics of a switching 0-junction: (a) on configuration; (b) off configuration.
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Figure 1. Semantics of a switching 1-junction: (a) on configuration; (b) off configuration.
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underlying computational model for HBGs for three
main reasons: (i) it is a widely used visual computa-
tional scheme for describing simulation models of con-
tinuous and hybrid systems (e.g. Simulink,8 Ptolemy10)
(ii) the input–output formulation of each block in a BD
can be determined using the causality information pro-
vided by HBGs,11 and (iii) BD models can preserve the
component structure of the model, which facilitates
introduction of faults into components for
simulation-based diagnosis and prognosis studies.

3.1. Causality

We use the causality information embedded in HBGs to
derive BD models and facilitate their reconfiguration.
Causality expresses the computational dependencies
between the effort and flow variables in the system,
and determines the independent variable at each
bond, thus describing the input–output behavior
of each component. In our approach, we assume
that the energy storage elements (C and I) are in
integral causality, which means that their constituent
equations are expressed in integral form, e.g., for a
C element, e¼ (1/C)

R
f dt. The corresponding differ-

ential form, i.e. f¼C(de/dt), known as derivative cau-
sality, may introduce numerical problems during
simulation, and also requires knowing a future value
to correctly compute the derivative at the current time
point. Hence, we assume that all energy storage ele-
ments can be assigned integral causality in all modes.
The consequences of relaxing this integral causality
assumption for energy storage elements are discussed
briefly in Section 10.

Table 1 shows the possible causal assignments for
linear BG (and, hence, HBG) elements.5 The possible
causal assignments remain unchanged for non-linear
HBG elements as modulating functions do not change
their effort–flow causality. The Sf, Se, C, and I elements
each have a unique causal assignment on their incident
bonds. The n-port I- and C-fields also have unique
causal assignments, and being simple functional and
structural extensions to the 1-port I and C elements,
are not shown in Table 1. The R, TF, and GY elements
allow two possible causal assignments each. We capture
the causal assignment of a junction through the com-
monly used notion of a determining bond.

Definition 1 (Determining bond). The determining bond
of a 0- (or 1-) junction is the bond that establishes the
effort (or flow) value for all other bonds incident on
that junction.

For example, in Table 1, bond 1 is the determining
bond of the 1-junction, as it is the single bond that
imposes flow on the 1-junction. The causal structure
of an HBG model can be represented concisely by the
determining bonds of all of the junctions, since every
single bond must be connected to a junction (either
directly, or through a TF or GY element), and the deter-
mining bond of a junction determines the causality of
all other bonds of the junction.

A standard algorithm for assigning causality to a BG
is the Sequential Causal Assignment Procedure (SCAP).5

Although SCAP is most commonly used,12 several other
causal reassignment approaches exist in literature, e.g.,
Modified SCAP (MSCAP),13 Relaxed Causal Assignment
Procedure (RCAP),14 and Lagrangian Causal Assignment
Procedure (LCAP).15 The SCAP algorithm starts at ele-
ments having a unique causal assignment, i.e. first at
the energy source elements (Sf and Se) and energy stor-
age elements (C and I), and assigns causality. Then the
constraints of this causal assignment propagate to adja-
cent junctions, since the possible options for determin-
ing bonds become constrained. If the determining bond
for a junction can be assigned uniquely, the junction is
assigned that determining bond, and the constraints
imposed by this assignment are propagated along the
BG to further restrict the possible options for determin-
ing bonds at other junctions. After the causal changes
have been propagated from all energy source and stor-
age elements, if some junctions are yet to be assigned a
determining bond, SCAP arbitrarily chooses an R ele-
ment connected to one such junction, and assigns cau-
sality such that the bond connecting to the R element
becomes the adjacent junction’s determining bond. The
constraints imposed by this assignment are then propa-
gated along the BG, and the process continues until
every junction has been assigned a determining bond
and the overall assignment is consistent.

Example 2. Figure 5(a) shows a possible causal
assignment for the configuration with both junctions
on. SCAP starts at the Se, which imposes effort on

(a)
(b)sw

on onoff

reset

off

f9 > 10 A

¬sw

Figure 4. Example CSPECs: (a) relay CSPEC (sw denotes the switching signal); (b) circuit breaker CSPEC (reset denotes the external

reset signal).
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junction 1a. Since a junction can have only one deter-
mining bond, bond 2 is the only possible determining
bond for junction 1a, and SCAP makes this assignment.
This causal assignment, in turn, makes bond 2 the
determining bond for junction 0b. Since only one
bond can impose effort at a 0-junction, and bond 3
imposes flow on 0b (because inductor L1 must be in
integral causality), SCAP assigns the causality at bond
4 such that this bond imposes effort at junction 1c.
Capacitor C1 also imposes effort at this junction
through bond 6. At this point, bonds 5 and 7 do not
have a causal assignment, and SCAP cannot assign junc-
tion 1c a determining bond. So, SCAP inspects other
junctions connected to energy sources or energy storage
elements. Capacitor C2 imposes effort on junction 1e
through bond 11, while the inductor L2 imposes flow
on junction 0d through bond 8. Even after propagating
all possible constraints generated by the energy source
and storage elements, junctions 1c, 0d, and 1e, have mul-
tiple options for their determining bonds. Therefore,
SCAP arbitrarily assigns bond 10 (which is connected
to resistor R2) as the determining bond of junction 1e.
As a result, bond 9 imposes flow on junction 0b, and
SCAP assigns bond 7 to be the determining bond of
junction 0d. Bond 7 also becomes the determining
bond of junction 1c, and, since all of the assignments
are consistent and complete, SCAP terminates.

3.2. Using causality to derive block diagrams

Once a BG is assigned causality, a well-defined proce-
dure can be applied to convert the BG to a BD struc-
ture,5 an alternative representation for the constituent
equations of the elements. Based on the assigned cau-
sality, each 1- and 2-port BG element is replaced by its
corresponding BD structure (see Table 1). Note that
Table 1 illustrates the BD for linear HBG elements.
For non-linear HBG elements, the BD for each corre-
sponding linear HBG element includes the extra input
signals for its modulating function that determines the
parameter value of the element. Mapping a junction to
its BD model is facilitated by its determining bond.
Table 1 shows one possible BD expansion for a

1- and a 0-junction. At a 1- (or 0-) junction, all other
bonds’ flow (or effort) values are equal to the determin-
ing bond’s flow value, and the effort (or flow) value of
the determining bond is the algebraic sum of the effort
(or flow) values of the other bonds connected to this 1-
(or 0-) junction, taking into account the direction of the
bonds, which define the signs in the summation.
Therefore, a non-switching junction with m incident
bonds can have m possible BD configurations. Once
all necessary blocks of the BD are instantiated, the
signals are connected appropriately to complete
the BD model. Figure 5(b) shows the BD model for
the HBG in Figure 5(a) for the mode with both junc-
tions on. Note the extra input in the BD for the mod-
ulating function, g, of the non-linear resistance, R1.

The procedure described above, however, is not suit-
able for generating BD models of HBGs, since
the causal structure of HBGs can change as the
system mode changes. When a junction switches on
or off, its determining bond is activated or deactivated
(see Figure 1), HBG components are connected and/
or disconnected from the junction, and this reconfigura-
tion changes the junction’s causal structure.
Moreover, this change in causality may propagate, i.e.
the causal assignment at adjacent elements may
be forced to change as a result of this causal
reassignment.

Example 3. Consider the scenario where the example
circuit goes from the mode with both switches on (HBG
shown in Figure 5(a)), to the mode where junction 1a
(corresponding to switch Sw1) has turned off (HBG
shown in Figure 6(a)). The gray color of the 1a junction
depicts that it is off. As a result of junction 1a switching
off, the determining bond of junction 0b is deactivated,
and the causality of the HBG in this new mode needs to
be reassigned, as junction 0b needs a new determining
bond assignment. Since bond 3 is connected to L1,
bond 4 has to be assigned as the determining bond of
junction 0b. As a result, bond 4 also becomes the deter-
mining bond of junction 1c, and bond 9 is assigned as
the determining bond for junctions 0d and 1e.
The reconfigured BD is shown in Figure 6(b).

(a) (b)

I : L1 I: L1

I/L2

1/R2g(e3)

I/C1 I/C2

I : L2

R: R2
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MR : R1 = g(e3)
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f8e8
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Figure 5. Example system with both switches on: (a) hybrid bond graph; (b) block diagram.
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The implication of the BD reconfiguration for HBGs
(unlike BGs, which are designed for modeling continu-
ous behavior) is that the system behavior is governed by
different sets of equations in different modes of opera-
tion. In our approach, we use reconfigurable BDs to
capture the different sets of equations. The causality
assignments (and reassignments) form the basis for
computing the reconfigured BD structures. To make
the reconfiguration process efficient, we develop an effi-
cient causal reassignment algorithm.

3.3. Reassignment of causality

Since mode changes necessitate the reassignment of
causality, we require a causal reassignment procedure.
The naive approach to causal reassignment is to run
SCAP on the entire HBG every time a mode change
occurs, and build the BD model for the new mode of
the system, based on the causal assignment of the new
mode. However, this approach is inefficient for the fol-
lowing reasons: (i) typically, only a small part of the
HBG needs to be reassigned causality, and as a result,
only a small part of the BD needs to change from what
it was in the previous mode; and (ii) often, changes in
causality do not propagate and the effect of a mode
change produces only local changes in the computa-
tional structure of a junction. Hence, instead of build-
ing a new BD model every time a mode change occurs,
we need only enumerate the possible BD representa-
tions of each HBG element, and include mechanisms
in each element’s BD to reconfigure online to the com-
putational structure corresponding to its active causal
assignment.

Example 4. If the example circuit goes from the mode
shown in Figure 5(a) to that shown in Figure 7(a), where
junction 1e is switched off (instead of junction 1a switch-
ing off, as was shown in Example 3), bond 7 must be the
determining bond for junction 0d in this new mode and
the determining bond for junction 1a remains
unchanged. The BD model for this system mode is
shown in Figure 7(b). Note that the only change in cau-
sality when transitioning from Figure 5(a) to Figure 7(a)

is to bond 10 incident on junction 1e. Since the causality
of bond 9 that connects junction 0d to 1e remains
unchanged, the causality change does not propagate to
the rest of the HBG.

By comparing the BDs in the three different modes
of the circuit shown in Figures 5–7, we observe that
when a mode change occurs, the internal computational
structure of HBG elements may change depending on
the causal assignment to the corresponding bond.
Typically, the computational structures of the BDs
for some HBG elements remain invariant across all
system modes. We exploit this observation to develop
a general model transformation and simulation scheme
for HBGs.

In our work, we require that the modeler ensures
that for every physically meaningful mode, the HBG
can be assigned a valid (integral) causality. As part of
future work, we intend to relax this requirement, and
adapt efficient methods, such as that presented by
Hofbaur and Wotawa,16 for automatically verifying
that a valid causality assignment exists for each mode
of system operation. The causal assignment in each
mode of the system can also be checked automatically
using a brute-force approach that goes through each
mode and searches for a valid causality assignment.
However, this approach can be computationally expen-
sive, since the number of possible modes is exponential
in the number of switching junctions.

In the following, we formalize the concepts and pro-
cedures outlined in this section. We first develop a pro-
cedure for automatic translation of HBGs into
reconfigurable BD models, and then present an incre-
mental approach for reassigning causality in HBGs
when mode changes occur, followed by a discussion
of the steps involved in simulating the reconfigurable
BD models.

4. Hybrid bond graphs to reconfigurable
block diagram models

As discussed, the BD models for each HBG element
must include mechanisms for reconfiguring their
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computational structure to the new mode, depending
on the new causal assignment. Not all possible causal
assignments for individual components and junctions
may apply for a particular system. By determining
beforehand the set of valid causal assignments for indi-
vidual elements, we can reduce the number of config-
urations needed for each BD element. When a single
configuration is valid for a BD element in all modes of
system operation, causal reassignment, and, therefore,
BD structure reconfiguration, does not apply to this
element. Taking this into account, savings in space
and time can be achieved by facilitating the building
of space-efficient BD models and the time-efficient
causal reassignment of system HBG. We define this
notion of invariance of causal assignment for all
system modes as fixed causality.

Definition 2 (Fixed causality). A bond is in fixed cau-
sality if the causal assignment for that bond remains the
same for all system modes. An HBG element is in fixed
causality if all of its incident bonds are in fixed
causality.

The BDs for Se and Sf elements are fixed to their
only possible configuration. Under the integral causal-
ity assumption, the BDs for C and I elements are also
fixed to their only possible configuration. When R, TF,
and GY elements are in fixed causality, their BDs are
fixed to one of their two possible configurations shown
in Table 1. A junction element is in fixed causality if all
of its bonds are in fixed causality, and since the deter-
mining bond of a junction sets the causality of all other
incident bonds, all of its incident bonds must be in fixed
causality if the determining bond is in fixed causality.
For a non-switching junction with m incident bonds, its
BD may have at most m possible configurations (see
Figure 8). If the junction is in fixed causality, its BD
structure is fixed to one of the m possible
configurations.

Example 5. In the three modes shown in Figures 5–7,
the Se, C, and I elements (and their incident bonds) are
in fixed causality, and their corresponding BDs are

invariant for all modes of operation. The other ele-
ments are not in fixed causality as their causal assign-
ment may change from one mode to another.
Therefore, their corresponding BDs may reconfigure
when mode changes occur.

Even if a junction with m incident bonds is not in
fixed causality, we can still simplify its BD model if the
bonds that can never be its determining bond are in
fixed causality, thereby constraining the set of determin-
ing bonds for this junction. In this case, we say the
junction is in constrained causality, and we only need
to instantiate a subset of the m possible causal config-
urations, thereby simplifying the junction’s BD and the
possible reconfiguration actions.

Definition 3 (Constrained causality). A junction with
m> 2 bonds is in constrained causality if at least one
and at most m� 2 of its incident bonds are in fixed
causality, and none of these bonds are its determining
bond, i.e. the junction has 2 to m� 1 possible causal
assignments.

Example 6. In Figure 5(a), the BD model for junction
0b does not need to include any reconfiguration mech-
anism to accommodate the possibility of bond 3 being
its determining bond, because L1, under the integral
causality assumption, will impose flow at junction 0b
in all modes. The switching junction 1e is also in con-
strained causality, because bond 11 can never be its
determining bond, being connected to C2. Hence,
when on, the subset of possible determining bonds for
junction 1e is restricted to bonds 9 and 10 across all
modes. Therefore, the possible causal configurations
for junction 1e are constrained to 3 from the maximum
possible 4.

We can identify the situations where a given bond
must be in fixed causality, and then propagate the con-
straints imposed by that causal assignment throughout
the HBG to identify additional situations of fixed cau-
sality using a SCAP-like algorithm. There are four cases
that result in a bond having fixed causality (see Figure 9)
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based on the possible causal assignments of HBGs dis-
cussed in Section 2:

1. Any bond incident on a energy source or storage
element can only have one valid causal assignment,
and, therefore, must be in fixed causality for all pos-
sible modes. The causal constraints of source ele-
ments and the integral causality assumption fix
these assignments.

2. Any bond incident on a TF or GY element is in fixed
causality if the other bond incident on the TF or GY
element is also in fixed causality.

3. For a non-switching junction, if its determining
bond is in fixed causality, then all other bonds

incident on this junction must be in fixed causality.
Otherwise, if all bonds except one are in fixed cau-
sality and none of these are the determining bond,
then the remaining bond must be the determining
bond and in fixed causality. The causal constraints
of junctions fix these assignments, since a junction
must have exactly one determining bond.

4. For two switching junctions of different type that
are adjacent and share the same CSPEC, if the
non-shared bonds for one of the junctions are in
fixed causality, such that the shared bond is forced
to be the determining bond when the junction is on,
then the non-shared bonds for the other junction
must be in fixed causality because the shared bond
must be the determining bond of the other junction
when on. There may be more complex cases invol-
ving shared CSPECS that affect fixed causality, but
which are not physically meaningful. We disregard
such cases.

Example 7. Consider the case given in the last cell of
Figure 9. The non-shared bonds for the 1-junction have
been determined to be in fixed causality. Therefore,
when the junction is on, the shared bond will be the
determining bond and will impose effort on the
0-junction. Hence, when the 0-junction is on, its
remaining bonds must impose effort on the adjacent
elements. When the 0-junction is off, these bonds
must still impose effort, therefore, they are in fixed cau-
sality. The shared bond cannot be marked as fixed,
because its causality will change depending on whether
the junctions are on or off.

Note that fixed causality can never be independently
assigned to an R element. An R element can be assigned
fixed causality only if its adjacent junction is in fixed
causality. Therefore, these four cases (illustrated in
Figure 9) form a complete set of situations in which a
bond can be in fixed causality. Hence, we can derive a
SCAP-like procedure that recognizes these cases to
determine the bonds (and, hence, HBG elements) that
are in fixed causality. Since the individual cases are
provably correct as shown by our analysis, the
resulting algorithm, by construction, correctly assigns
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fixed labels to bonds. This algorithm, called
DetermineFixedCausality, is shown as Algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, a bond is denoted as b¼ (k, l), where
k and l denote the two HBG elements the bond b con-
nects (note that bond directions are not implied by the
order of the elements, k and l). Like SCAP, we start from
energy source and storage elements, because their
bonds must be in fixed causality (see case 1 above).
The algorithm assigns causality to the bonds and
labels them to be in fixed causality. The effects of this
assignment are then propagated to adjacent elements.
The function PropagateFixedCausality handles the
propagation. It takes as input a junction j. If j is a
non-switching junction, any incident bond in fixed cau-
sality is labeled so, and propagation continues using
PropagateFixedCausality on all junctions connected
to j directly, or through a TF or GY element, by bonds

in fixed causality. If j is a switching junction,
PropagateFixedCausality checks whether case 4
described above is satisfied for this junction before
any bonds incident on it is labeled to be in fixed cau-
sality, and PropagateFixedCausality is called on
junctions connected to j, either directly, or through a
TF or GY element. When the algorithm terminates, the
remaining unassigned bonds cannot be in fixed
causality.

Essentially, this algorithm only differs from SCAP on
two points: (i) it must reason about junctions turning on
and off (see case 4 above); and (ii) it defers from making
arbitrary causal assignments. Like SCAP, the worst-case
computational complexity of this algorithm is linear in
the size of the HBG.5 On average, the complexity will be
better than SCAP, because if parts of theHBG are in fixed
causality, the entire HBG will not be traversed.

Algorithm 1 DetermineFixedCausality(HBG)
while all bonds incident on an energy source or storage element k are not
labeled as fixed do

Pick a bond b = (k, j), where j is a junction adjacent to k, which is not
labeled as fixed
Label bond b as fixed and assign its causality
PropagateFixedCausality(j)

Function 2 PropagateFixedCausality(j)
if j is a non-switching junction then

if j can be assigned a unique determining bond then
for all bonds b = (j, k) do

if b is not labeled as fixed then
Label b as fixed and assign its causality
if k is a junction then
PropagateFixedCausality(k)

else if k is a TF or GY element then
Identify junction j connected to k, label bond b = (k, j ) as fixed,
and assign its causality
PropagateFixedCausality(j )

else if j is a switching junction then
if j is adjacent to a switching junction j of different type with the same
CSPEC, and when both on, the bond (j, j ) must be the determining bond
then

for all b = (j , k) where k = j and b is not labeled as fixed do
Label b as fixed and assign its causality with (j, j ) as the determining
bond
if k is a junction then
PropagateFixedCausality(k)

else if k is a TF or GY element then
Identify junction j connected to k, label bond b = (k, j ) as fixed,
and assign its causality
PropagateFixedCausality(j )
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In addition to the above four cases, HBG fragments
which are not reachable from any switching junctions
can be assigned fixed causality. For these bonds and
elements, the causal assignment will remain unchanged
from the initial causal assignment over all system
modes, since the effects of junction switchings
can never reach them. Effectively, these HBG
elements are in fixed causality. However,
DetermineFixedCausality does not recognize these
cases. Therefore, to assign a fixed causality to the
HBG elements that are unreachable from switching
junctions, we run our causal assignment procedure,
Hybrid SCAP, on the initial mode of the HBG to deter-
mine a consistent set of causal assignments for the
unreachable HBG elements, and label their causal
assignments as fixed. The initial causal assignment
obtained by running Hybrid SCAP is essentially the
same as what would be obtained by running SCAP, the
main difference being that in our implementation, cer-
tain causal assignments (i.e. fixed causal assignments)
are already made when it is invoked. If we are given an
HBG with no switching junctions, i.e. essentially a BG,
all of the elements will be assigned a fixed causality by
default. Hybrid SCAP is explained in detail in the fol-
lowing section.

Based on the identification of bonds in fixed causal-
ity, we instantiate the BD model for each HBG element
only with configurations for possible causal assign-
ments. This algorithm, called DeriveBlockDiagrams,
is shown in Algorithm 3. If all bonds incident on an
element, k, are in fixed causality, then k is in fixed cau-
sality, and we use a fixed BD model for k. On the
other hand, if k is a junction in constrained causality,
with m incident bonds, its reconfigurable BD model
will include mechanisms that can only switch between
the possible causal assignments, as shown in Figure 8
for the general case. For constrained causality, only
valid configurations are included. Finally, if k is nei-
ther in fixed nor constrained causality, its reconfigur-
able BD model includes mechanisms that can switch
between all of the causal assignments. Once each
BD element is instantiated, they are connected.
The algorithm for deriving BDs from HBGs is pre-
sented as Algorithm 3.

5. Efficient causal reassignment in

hybrid bond graphs

Once all fixed causality assignments are completed
using the offline procedure described in Section 4, and
the reconfigurable BD is constructed, an online proce-
dure is needed to determine the online reconfigurations
of the BDs when mode changes occur. To maximize the
efficiency of this reconfiguration procedure, our causal
reassignment method, Hybrid SCAP, takes advantage of
the fact that only small parts of the HBG usually
change causality from one mode to another. It begins
with the causal assignment in the previous mode, and
reassigns causality incrementally, starting from the
junctions directly affected by the switching, and then
propagating the changes only to those elements whose
causal assignments are affected by the change.

When a junction changes mode and its causal assign-
ment changes, this change may propagate to other parts
of the HBG. When a junction turns on, it must be
assigned a determining bond, since an off junction
does not have a determining bond. Conversely, an on
1- (or 0-) junction imposes effort (or flow) through its
determining bond, and when this 1- (or 0-) junction
turns off, it imposes 0 flow (or effort) through its
former determining bond (see Figure 1). If the bond
connecting this junction, j1, to an adjacent junction,
j2, is the determining bond of j1, the turning off of j1
will create a causal conflict with the causal assignment
of j2. That is, if j1 and j2 are of the same type, j2 will
have an extra bond with the same causal assignment as
its determining bond, and if of the opposite type, j2
must be assigned a new determining bond. The causal
assignment of j2 will have to be updated, as an on junc-
tion must have a single determining bond in any valid
system mode. Whether an extra determining bond must
be removed or a new one assigned, the change may
propagate further if the bond that changes causality is
adjacent to another junction.

These causal conflicts can be easily resolved if the
junction in question has an adjacent R element. Since
an R element can be in one of two causal configura-
tions, as shown in Table 1, it can absorb the causal
change, requiring no further propagation. However, if

Algorithm 3 DeriveBlockDiagrams(HBG)

DetermineFixedCausality(HBG)
HybridSCAP(J), where J is the set of all junctions in the HBG that are not
in fixed causality
Fix the causal assignments of all bonds unreachable from switching junctions
for all elements k ∈ HBG do

Implement reconfigurable BD model for k for valid causal configurations
only

Connect the BDs for all HBG elements
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multiple junctions switch simultaneously, then this
choice should not be made immediately, because the
change may prove to be inconsistent when propagating
the changes due to another switching junction, requir-
ing backtracking. That is, for a given mode of the
system, certain causal assignments are forced into a par-
ticular type of causality. We must determine first which
assignments are forced before arbitrarily resolving any
causal conflicts due to a junction changing mode. A
junction is assigned a forced causality if its causality
is unequivocally assigned for a given mode.
Consequently, all fixed junctions are necessarily
forced junctions.

Definition 4 (Forced causality). For a given mode, a
junction is in forced causality if it can be assigned only
one possible determining bond in that mode.

Example 8. In Figure 5(a), junction 1a and 0b are in
forced causality. The determining bonds of all other
junctions depend on an arbitrary choice of causality
assignment to the R elements, and so, they are not in
forced causality. In Figures 7(a) and 7(b), all active
junctions are in forced causality as there is only one
consistent assignment of determining bonds for all
active junctions.

Unlike SCAP, Hybrid SCAP maintains state, i.e. it
remembers all causal assignments of the previous
mode, including which of these were in fixed and
forced causality. This state is initialized during the
first call to Hybrid SCAP, in which it assigns causality
to the initial mode of the system (in
DeriveBlockDiagrams). By using this state, Hybrid

SCAP avoids making causal assignments that could
turn out to be inconsistent with the causal assignment
of other junctions that have changed mode. Hybrid

SCAP, given as Algorithm 4, takes as input the set of
junctions, J, which need to be assigned causality (for its
initial call) or reassigned causality (i.e. junctions that
have just changed mode). This method incrementally
changes the causal assignments from the previous
mode to be consistent with the new mode. In order to
avoid backtracking, and thus improve efficiency, we
divide the process into three loops.

In the first loop, the algorithm makes causal assign-
ments, and labels junctions to be in forced causality,
based only on the bonds that are in fixed causality,
and the junctions that are in forced causality and
have been assigned a causality in the new mode. If mul-
tiple possible determining bond assignments are valid
for a junction, the junction is added to a second set of
junctions, J 0. Propagations from other junctions may
indirectly resolve the choice of the determining bond in
the first loop. Otherwise, the decision to assign the

junction’s determining bond is deferred until the
second loop. By deferring these decisions until all
forced changes have been made, we ensure that incon-
sistent choices cannot be made within this loop.

In the second loop, we make decisions not only
based on what is known to be true for the new mode
(i.e. fixed junctions and those marked as assigned), but
also on what was known to be true for the previous
mode. At this point, we know that any forced junctions
which have not been visited must be forced in the new
mode into the same causality, otherwise, we would have
propagated to them in the first loop. Therefore, we can
consider their causality to be forced for the new mode
as well. Arbitrary decisions are deferred until the third
loop by placing the junctions into a third set, J 00.

After the first two loops, we guarantee by construc-
tion that all forced assignments have been made. All
remaining junctions are unforced, and have multiple
valid causal assignments. To resolve remaining causal
conflicts, we arbitrarily pick an unforced junction from
J 00, and, if it has an adjacent R element, assign the
connecting bond to be the junction’s determining
bond, and propagate the effects of this causal assign-
ment by adding this junction to J 00. If the junction does
not have an adjacent R element, we choose an incident
bond connecting this junction to an unforced junction
as this junction’s determining bond, and propagate the
effects of this causal assignment throughout the HBG.
This procedure is repeated until J 00 is empty.

In the first loop of Hybrid SCAP, we guarantee that
no incorrect causal assignments are made, since we
reassign causality based on the fixed causal assignments
(which are true in all modes, including the new mode)
and causal assignments based on those (which also
must be true in the new mode) only. We cannot, in
general, assume what was in forced causality in a pre-
vious mode is in forced into the same causality in this
mode. So, that information is not used in the first loop.
After the first loop, we are guaranteed that any junc-
tions that were not reassigned causality in the first loop,
but are marked as forced from the previous mode, must
be forced into the same causality in the new mode, oth-
erwise their causality would have been reassigned in the
first loop. Therefore, in the second loop, we can use this
information to make new assignments that are unique.
Finally, in the third loop, multiple possible causal
assignments exist for the remaining HBG elements
(otherwise, the assignment would have been made
already). Therefore, as long as we choose one of these
multiple causal assignments and propagate the effects
of this assignment correctly, Hybrid SCAP is correct by
construction.

Example 9. Consider the scenario where junctions 1a
and 1e simultaneously change mode, causing the
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Algorithm 4 HybridSCAP(J)
Initialize J to ∅
while J = ∅ do

Remove a junction j ∈ J
if j is not assigned then

if j is off then
Assign the causality of j as off and label j as forced and assigned
if j’s previous determining bond, (j, k), connects j to a junction k
then

Add k to J if k is not labeled as assigned
else if j’s previous determining bond, (j, k), connects j to a TF or
GY , k then

Add junction j∗ connected to k through bond (j∗, k) to J if j∗ is
not labeled as assigned

else if j is on then
if j can be assigned a unique determining bond db = (j, k), based on
fixed and forced, assigned junctions then

Assign db as the determining bond of j and label j as forced and
assigned
if j’s previous determining bond, (j, k), connects j to a junction k
then

Add k to J if k is not labeled as assigned
else if j’s previous determining bond, (j, k), connects j to a TF or
GY , k then

Add junction j∗ connected to k through bond (j∗, k) to J if j∗ is
not labeled as assigned

else
Add j to J if j is not labeled as assigned

while J = ∅ do
Remove a junction j ∈ J
if j is not assigned then

if j can be assigned a unique determining bond db = (j, k), based on
fixed and forced junctions then

Assign db as the determining bond of j and label j as forced and
assigned
if j’s previous determining bond, (j, k), connects j to a junction k
then

Add k to J if k is not labeled as assigned
else if j’s previous determining bond, (j, k), connects j to a TF or
GY , k then

Add junction j∗ connected to k through bond (j∗, k) to J if j∗ is
not labeled as assigned

else
Add j to J if j is not labeled as assigned

while J = ∅ do
Remove a junction j ∈ J
if j is not assigned then

if R element is adjacent to j then
Assign bond to adjacent R element as the determining bond of j and
label j as unforced and assigned

else
Arbitrarily assign the bond to an adjacent unforced junction j as the
determining bond, either directly, or through a TF or GY
Label j as unforced and assigned
Add j to J if j is not labeled as assigned
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example circuit to transition from the mode shown in
Figure 6(a), where junction 1a is off and junction 1e is
on, to that shown in Figure 7(a), where junction 1a is on
and junction 1e is off. To reassign causality of the HBG
for the mode shown in Figure 7(a), Hybrid SCAP is
invoked with junctions 1e and 1a, in its input queue,
J. Hybrid SCAP removes junction 1e from J, assigns
the causality of 1e as off, labels 1e as forced and
assigned, and then adds junction 0d to J as 0d is con-
nected to 1e through 1e’s determining bond, when 1e
was on. Then, junction 1a is removed from J, and
assigned a forced causality, as the Se connected to 1a
through bond 1 forces bond 2 to be junction 1a’s deter-
mining bond. Once bond 2 is assigned as junction 1a’s
determining bond, 1a is labeled as forced and assigned,
and junction 0b that is connected to 1a by 1a’s determin-
ing bond is added to queue J. Next, junction 0d is
removed from J, and bond 7 is assigned the determin-
ing bond of 0d, since junction 1e is labeled forced and
assigned, and bond 8, being connected to inductor L2,
has fixed causality. So junction 0d is labeled forced and
assigned, and junction 1c is added to queue J, since it is
connected to 0d by 0d’s determining bond. Hybrid SCAP

then removes junction 0b from J and assigns bond 2 as
its determining bond, and labels junction 0b as forced
and assigned. Even though junction 1a is connected to
junction 0b by 0b’s determining bond, it, being already
labeled as assigned, is not added to queue J. Finally,
junction 1c is removed from J, and based on the causal
assignment of its neighboring forced and assigned junc-
tions, is assigned bond 7 as its determining bond, and is
labeled as forced and assigned. Junction 0d, being
already marked as assigned, is not added to J, even
though it is connected to junction 1c by 1c’s determining
bond. Since J is now empty, and so are queues J 0 and
J 00 (since the causality of all HBG elements are forced
by fixed elements in the new mode), Hybrid SCAP

terminates.

The worst-case complexity of Hybrid SCAP is the
same as that of SCAP. However, on average, we do
much better than SCAP because the causality of only a
few HBG elements needs to be reassigned as the system
transitions from one mode to another. This was shown
earlier using the example circuit, and the experimental
results presented in Section 8.3 show this to be true for
our case study, as well.

6. Simulating the block diagrams

In the previous sections, we showed how to build recon-
figurable BDs from HBGs, and how to reassign causal-
ity efficiently to HBGs as mode change occurs. In this
section, we describe how to use the assigned causality to
reconfigure the BD, and how to simulate these

reconfigurable BDs efficiently. The simulation involves
two recurring steps: (i) reconfiguring the BD to the cor-
rect computational structure based on the causal
assignment in a new mode, and (ii) simulating the BD
configuration until another mode change occurs.

Every time a mode change occurs, the generation of
the correct BD configuration for the new mode involves
invoking the Hybrid SCAP algorithm to assign causality
for the new system mode, reconfiguring the BD model
according to this assignment, and resuming the simula-
tion until the next mode change occurs. However, using
the knowledge of fixed causality, we can increase simu-
lation efficiency by avoiding calls to Hybrid SCAP, if a
switching junction that changes its mode satisfies the
following properties: (i) for all system modes in which
the junction is on, it is always assigned the same deter-
mining bond, and (ii) when the junction turns off, the
causality change does not affect the determining bond
assignments of its neighboring junctions. If these condi-
tions are satisfied, the BD may be reconfigured
based directly on the junction mode, without invoking
Hybrid SCAP, thus avoiding its overhead. Essentially, we
pre-compile what the result of running Hybrid SCAP

would be into our reconfigurable BD structure by imple-
menting its reconfiguration as a function of the junction
mode. A switching junction will never require a call to
Hybrid SCAP in the following situations, which can be
easily identified through an offline analysis of the HBG:

1. The determining bond assigned to this switching
junction in its on state is always the same, and this
determining bond is connected to an R element. The
R element does change causality when the junction
turns off, but since the input to the BD for the R is
zero, we get a zero output from the BD, irrespective
of whether the R element is implemented as e¼Rf or
e¼ f/R, and therefore, we do not need to reconfigure
the R element.

2. A switching junction is connected to another switch-
ing junction, of different type, and they share
the same CSPEC, such that the shared bond is the
determining bond for both junctions, when both are
on. Recall this scenario is the same as that described
in Section 4 which results in propagation of
fixed causality labels for bonds across switching
junctions (see Figure 9). In this situation, when the
adjacent switching junctions change mode together,
only the causal assignment of the shared bond
changes, and no propagation of causal changes
occurs.

The BD model of any such junction is implemented
so that it can switch between only two configurations:
(i) the fixed configuration corresponding to the invar-
iant determining bond assignment whenever this
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junction is on; and (ii) the configuration corresponding
to the junction’s off mode. The BD model of such a
junction can switch between these two configurations
depending on the CSPEC state alone.

Algorithm 5 presents our overall approach for simu-
lating the BD models. Once the reconfigurable BD
model is generated, simulation starts with the BD struc-
ture corresponding to the initial mode, and the simula-
tion continues until a mode change occurs. If the
conditions to avoid calling Hybrid SCAP, as explained
above, are not satisfied, the simulation is paused, the
Hybrid SCAP algorithm is invoked to reassign causality,
and the BD is reconfigured accordingly before the sim-
ulation resumes. Otherwise, the BD is reconfigured
based on the junction mode, and the overhead of call-
ing Hybrid SCAP is avoided.

In our approach, we leverage the solvers of existing
simulation applications to generate the correct solution
of the underlying mathematical model of hybrid systems
produced by component-based modeling. These models
can be either a set of ODEs, or DAEs that may include
algebraic loops. Algebraic loops exist when the value of
a system variable is algebraically dependent on its own
value. There are three cases that result in algebraic loops
in the BD structure: (i) just as in BGs, 5 the BD always
has an algebraic loop if the HBG model of the BD does
not have a unique causal assignment, e.g., bonds 5, 7, 9,
and 10 in Figure 5(a) do not have unique assignments;
(ii) the modulating function may sometimes create
causal algebraic loops depending on element’s causality,
e.g., in Figure 6(b), the following algebraic loop exists
e5! e4! e3! g(e3)! e5 when the modulated R
element imposes effort on its adjacent junction; and
(iii) the CSPEC function may also introduce algebraic
loops based on the variables involved and the HBG cau-
sality, e.g., in the example circuit shown in Figure 3(b),
the on- and off-guard of the CSPECe for junction 1e
(representing the circuit breaker, Sw2) is a function of
flow f9, producing an algebraic loop. Generating
fixed-point solutions for DAEs with algebraic loops
becomes computationally expensive when the
fixed-point method has to iterate to converge to a
solution.

7. A tool suite for the modeling and
transformation of hybrid bond graphs
for simulation

We have implemented our modeling and simulation
approach as the MoTHS tool suite. Recall that the
MoTHS tool suite consists of a graphical modeling lan-
guage for building hierarchical, component-based HBG
models6 in the GME and a set of model translators, or
interpreters, that automatically convert these HBGs
into BD-based simulation models for selected simula-
tion tools. Initially, we have developed an interpreter
that creates MATLAB Simulink models.

7.1. Constructing hybrid bond graph models

In our simulation framework, we preserve the
component-based hierarchical structure inherent in
present-day engineered systems by using
component-based models. From the perspective of
modeling, a system is a collection of interconnected
components, where each component is defined by an
internal behavior model and an interface through
which the component interacts with other components
and the environment. The component models represent
physical processes with hybrid behaviors, and in our
HBG framework, the internal structure of a component
model is defined by an HBG fragment with a corre-
sponding set of functions to define the CSPECs of the
switching junctions. Details of the modeling paradigm
are presented in Manders et al.6 We review the main
features in the following.

The component interfaces are defined by (i) energy
ports for energy transfer, and (ii) signal ports for infor-
mation transfer. Energy ports are connected using
bonds, and signal ports are connected using signal
links. Ports are denoted by the # symbol in the HBG
component models (e.g. see Figures 16, 19, and 20).
Energy transfer between two component models is
denoted by a bond drawn from an energy port in one
component to an energy port in another (see Figure 21).
Signal transfer between two components is denoted by
a directed link drawn from one signal port to another.

Algorithm 5 Simulate(BD)
do simulate BD

until a set of junctions J switch mode
if the mode switch of each junction does not require any propagation of

causality changes then
Reconfigure BD based on junction mode

else
Reassign causality for the new mode by calling HybridSCAP(J)
Reconfigure BD based on the new causality assignment
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CSPECs are formulated as simplified two-state finite
automata, with one state mapping to the on mode and
the other to the off mode of the junction. As such, the
modeler needs only to specify the transition guards
going from the on to off mode (the off-guard) and the
off to on mode (the on-guard). These functions can be
specified using effort, flow, and signal variables within
the model, so we can capture both controlled and
autonomous mode transitions. Note that the two-state
formulation is not complete in its representation of
hybrid behaviors, but is sufficient for many realistic
physical systems. Extending the formulation to the gen-
eral n-state framework will be addressed in future
implementations.

Figure 11 shows how the circuit HBG shown in
Figure 3(b) is drawn using the GME visual editor.
The largest pane is the main editor where the HBG is
drawn. Immediately below this pane is the part browser
that contains the different HBG elements that can be
dragged and dropped in the main editor to compose the
HBG model in GME. In addition to the standard HBG
elements, the part browser also contains some
MoTHS-specific elements, such as DecisionFunctions.
DecisionFunctions (e.g. Sw2Func) use logical expres-
sions to convert continuous measurement signals into
Boolean values, which can then be used within on- or
off-guards for switching junctions. The browser pane on
the right of the editor pane provides a tree view of the
different components and systems. In this example, it
shows the three components, Circuit, Circuit2, and
Circuit3. The attribute panel can be found below the
navigator pane, and besides the part browser. This
panel provides an editor to view and modify the attri-
butes of the HBG elements. In this example, the attri-
bute panel shows the attributes of the switching
junction 1a, and indicates that the on-guard for the
junction is the signal ‘Sw1Input’ and the off-guard is
‘!Sw1Input’ (note that the attributes are expressed using
the syntax of C). Hence, junction 1a switches on when
‘Sw1Input’ evaluates to true, and it switches off when
‘!Sw1Input’ evaluates to true. The bottom pane of the
GME window is called the console and displays warn-
ing or error prompts and reports whether or not the
translation of the HBG to a block diagram completed
successfully. For example, in Figure 11, the console
warns the user that the parameter value of resistor R2
is 0, and the function specification for modulating func-
tion R1ModFunc is empty.

7.2. Translating hybrid bond graphs to block
diagrams

An interpreter, which operates on the HBG models
created in GME, generates the simulation model auto-
matically. The interpreter operates in two steps: (i) the

transformation of the HBG model to an
implementation-independent intermediate BD model
(IBD), and (ii) the conversion of the IBD model to
simulation artifacts implemented in a target simulation
environment. Although we have initially chosen
MATLAB Simulink as the target simulation environ-
ment, use of the IBD model facilitates easy develop-
ment of interpreters for several different simulation
tools (e.g. Ptolemy10), in which only the second step
has to be rewritten. In Figure 11, the interpreter is
invoked by clicking the icon that is enclosed within
the black rectangle.

7.2.1. Generating intermediate block diagrams.
Given an HBG model, the first stage of the interpreter
navigates the model hierarchy, mapping HBG elements
to IBD elements. The IBD language consists of the
primitives blocks and ports. Hierarchy in the model-
ing environment is supported by the systems construct,
which contains systems, blocks, and ports. The
hybrid behavior of junctions are captured through
stateMachines, which model the CSPECs. Figure 10
shows the IBD model of the example circuit HBG
shown in Figure 3(b).

Blocks describe the mapping of their inputs to their
outputs through a block specification. For the purposes
of representing an HBG as an IBD, block specifications
describe what kind of BG element a block corresponds
to, and gives parameter values of that element. For
example, as shown in Figure 10, capacitor C1’s block
specification is given as C1(10, 0.01), where 10 is the
capacitance (expressed, say, in mF), and 0.01 is the ini-
tial value of the voltage across the capacitor (expressed,
say, in V).

Since the IBD language represents signal flow and
BGs represent energy flow, each bond is converted into
effort and flow signals, and energy ports are converted
into pairs of signal ports. Additional ports are also
introduced to support the hierarchical,
component-based structure of the model. At the IBD
level, the variable passed along a signal connection is
not specified to be an effort or a flow, because no cau-
sality assignments have been made. The transformation
is purely structural.

7.2.2. Generating simulink models. The second stage
of the interpretation process involves generating the
simulation artifacts from the IBD model. The IBD
has all of the information required to generate the
Simulink model in its entirety. To enable the assign-
ment of causality, a flat HBG data structure is also
constructed during the interpretation process for gen-
erating the IBD. This data structure is essentially a
graph describing HBG elements and their bond connec-
tions. This graph contains the minimal information
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necessary to assign causality to the HBG, i.e. the ele-
ment types, the junction modes, and bond connections.

First, we identify bonds in fixed causality (using an
implementation of the DetermineFixedCausality

algorithm), which in turn helps identify elements in
fixed causality and junctions in constrained causality.
Then, the initial causality assignment of the HBG is
determined by running an implementation of Hybrid

Figure 11. Screenshot of the GME editor for MoTHS.

CSPECa

C1(10, 0.01)

CSPECeL1 R1 R2

Se 1a 1c 1e0b 0d

C1 C2L2

Figure 10. Intermediate block diagram model of an example circuit.
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SCAP. After the initial causality assignment of the HBG
is determined, a MATLAB build script (also generated by
the interpreter) is executed, which contains calls to
functions in a library of MATLAB functions (M-code)
for building the BD corresponding to each HBG ele-
ment. The arguments to these functions include the ini-
tial causality assignment, whether or not the HBG
element is in fixed or constrained causality, and the
block specification of the HBG element.

When the build script is executed, a Simulink sub-
system with ports and internal blocks is instantiated for
every component in the BD model, as shown in
Algorithm 3. Switching junctions whose causal reas-
signment can be implemented as a function of the junc-
tion mode are identified. For all other elements,
reconfiguration is implemented using switch elements
that take the corresponding determining bond as
input. The Simulink implementation of this approach
is depicted in Figure 12 for the junction of Figure 8.
Zero-indexed multi-port switches select the correct
functions of the inputs that determine the outputs
depending on the determining bond. Here, db¼ 0
denotes an off junction. Because blocks cannot be con-
nected or disconnected while a Simulink model is
executing, we maintain static connections between
blocks, where the interpretation of the signal along the
connection changes. Here, u(i) and y(i) are the signals
associated with bond i. For example, if db¼ 1, then
u(1)¼ f1, u(2)¼ e2, u(3)¼ e3, y(1)¼ e1, y(2)¼ f2,
and y(3)¼ f3. Under this interpretation, y(1)¼ u(2)+
u(3), y(2)¼ u(1), and y(3)¼ u(1), as depicted in the
figure. Once the BD blocks are instantiated, these sub-
systems are connected using the signal connections in
the BD model. Figure 13 shows the resultant Simulink
BD of the circuit HBG shown in Figure 11. As can be
seen, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
HBG components drawn in GME and the Simulink
BD components.

7.2.3. Graphical user interface for injecting
faults. Simulation testbeds are very useful for running
simulation experiments for diagnosis and prognosis
applications, in which the ability to inject faults in
these models is required. Our approach facilitates
fault injection through a graphical user interface
(GUI) that is constructed automatically during the
interpretation process. As part of the modeling lan-
guage, the user specifies which HBG elements can
have faults. Each of the selected HBG elements
is included in the GUI. Figure 14 shows the fault injec-
tion GUI for the Simulink model of Figure 13.

The GUI allows the user to select the time of fault
occurrence (we consider only persistent faults), the fault
profile, and the fault magnitude (where applicable) for
each of the included HBG elements. Parametric faults

are associated directly with HBG element parameter
values (i.e. Se, C,R, etc.), and the available fault profiles
include abrupt, incipient, and stuck-at faults. An abrupt
fault is a fast change in a system parameter whose time
constant is much smaller than that of the system
dynamics, and is modeled as a constant bias term that
is added to the nominal parameter value at the time of
fault occurrence. An incipient fault is a slow change in
system parameters, and modeled as a linear drift term
(with constant slope) that is added to the actual param-
eter value. A stuck-at fault sets the parameter value of a
modulated element to a constant value at fault occur-
rence. Discrete faults cause the system mode to change,
so they affect the switching junctions. The fault profile
includes stuck-on and stuck-off faults, introduced by
adding fault terms to the CSPEC transition guards. As
a special case, sensor faults can be modeled as either
parametric or discrete. In our approach, we treat them
as parametric faults, allowing abrupt (bias), incipient
(drift), and stuck-at faults (which can alsomodel discrete
faults such as sensor failure). In addition, we allow the
introduction of white Gaussian sensor noise, where the
mean and variance can be specified. A change in vari-
ance can also be introduced as a sensor fault.

7.3. Executing the simulink models

To simulate the system, first, the Hybrid SCAP algorithm
is executed on the HBG data structure to obtain an
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Figure 12. Simulink implementation of a switching 1-junction

(db denotes determining bond).
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initial causality assignment. The causality information
for the current mode is stored in a global array whose
elements are the determining bonds of every junction in
the HBG. As the determining bonds change, the

associated switches are triggered to activate the new
block diagram structure.

For switching junctions, we evaluate the off-guard
and the on-guard to determine whether the junction is

Figure 13. Screenshot of the Simulink model for the example circuit.

Figure 14. Screenshot of the fault injection graphical user interface for example circuit.
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turning on or off, or remaining in its current mode. If
the junction is off (or on) and the on-guard (or
off-guard) evaluates to true, the junction switches
mode. If the junction switches off, all outgoing signals
are set to 0. Otherwise, the junction configuration is
determined by the causality assigned to that junction,
represented by its determining bond. When Hybrid

SCAP must be called, the simulation is paused, Hybrid
SCAP is invoked to reassign causality, the BD is recon-
figured based on the new causality assignment, and the
simulation is resumed.

Recall our requirement that the overall model is
causally valid in all system modes, i.e. we can assign a
preferred integral causality to the HBG in every mode
of the hybrid system, and it is the modeler’s task to
ensure this. Since we do not validate the causal assign-
ment for each mode, during simulation, a mode can be
encountered where valid causality assignment does not
exist. In our implementation, we deal with this as an
‘invalid causality’ error, which terminates the
simulation.

8. Case study: The advanced diagnostics
and prognostics testbed

We use the MoTHS tool suite to model the Advanced
Diagnostics and Prognostics Testbed at NASA Ames
Research Center,9 and construct automatically a simu-
lation testbed called VIRTUAL ADAPT. ADAPT is
functionally representative of a spacecraft electrical
power distribution system, and includes two battery
chargers, three sets of lead–acid batteries, two inverters,
a number of relays and circuit breakers, and a variety of
DC and AC loads. Relays configure the system into dif-
ferent modes of operation, therefore, the system behav-
ior is naturally hybrid. The large number of modes
makes it infeasible to pre-enumerate all possible modes
of operation. Hence, ADAPT serves as an ideal example
to highlight the effectiveness of our modeling and simu-
lation methodology. Moreover, the battery, inverter,
and AC and DC loads are highly non-linear, and help
us demonstrate the ability of our simulation models to
correctly capture such complex behaviors. In the follow-
ing, we first present the HBG models of the different
components of ADAPT that we use in our experiments,
describe how our approach is applied to building
VIRTUAL ADAPT, and present experimental results.

8.1. Component models

8.1.1. Lead–acid batteries. We develop an equiva-
lent circuit model for the battery, shown in Figure 15,
based on the model presented in Barsali and
Ceraolo.17,18 The charge-holding capacity of the bat-
tery is modeled by a large capacitance, C0. The current

flowing through the battery, iB, is comprised of i, the
current that goes into discharging/charging the battery,
and iRp

, the current lost to parasitic reactions (modeled
by Rp) due to gas emission and other sources of internal
energy loss. The internal resistance parameters, R1, R2,
and R3 are non-linear functions of battery temperature,
y, discharge current, iB, state of charge, SOC, and
depth of charge, DOC:

R1 ¼ R10 þ A11SOC

R2 ¼ �R20 lnðDOCÞ

R3 ¼
R30 expA31ð1� SOCÞ

1þ expA32iB

where � is a function of ambient temperature, �a, and
power dissipated through resistances, PB, given by

PB ¼ iRp
vRp
þ
X3
j¼1

jiRj
vRj
j

d

dt
� ¼

1

C�
PB �

� � �a
R�

� �
:

Note that the R and C elements in the above equations
are based on the electrical circuit equivalent, and have
no direct physical interpretation.

State of charge and depth of charge are computed
parameters representing the fraction of useful charge
left in the battery based on the maximum available
charge, Qmax, the actual available charge, q, and the
relative battery capacity for the present battery temper-
ature. Depth of charge is also a function of the present
discharge current. The equations describing these para-
meters are as follows:

SOC ¼ 1�
Qmax � q

KcC
�
0ð1� �=�fÞ

�

DOC ¼ 1�
Qmax � q

KcC
�
0ð1� �=�fÞ

� 1þ ðKc � 1Þ
iB
I�

� �� !
:

C1

C0

R1 R2 R3

Rp

iRp

nB

C2 C3 i iB

Figure 15. Equivalent circuit mode of the non-linear battery.
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The HBG component model of the battery is shown
in Figure 16. All elements in the battery HBG model
are in fixed causality. Essentially, C0 acts as a large
capacitance with a voltage proportional to the
amount of charge in the battery. When discharging,
the R–C pairs subtract from this voltage and produce
the non-linear curve in the battery output voltage. The
battery parameters were identified using data from a set
of experiments conducted on ADAPT, and their values
are given in Table 2. The battery component can be
connected to other components using its energy port.

8.1.2. Inverter. The inverter, modeled as a two-stage
boost-buck DC–AC converter, consists of a cascade
connection between a boost DC–DC converter with a
full-bridge buck DC–AC converter, to achieve a trans-
formerless DC–AC step-up conversion2 (see Figure 17).

The boost converter first boosts the input DC voltage to
a higher value (190V, in our case), and then the buck
converter generates the sinusoidal AC voltage. The fast
switching in the boost and buck converters is controlled
using two sliding mode controllers, one for each stage of
the inverter.2

The equivalent circuit model of the boost-buck DC–
AC inverter is given in Figure 18, where Sw1 is a con-
ventional power switch, and Sw2 corresponds to a full
bridge switch. The control signals for Sw1 and Sw2 are
represented by u1 and u2, respectively. The differential
equation model of the system, which can be found in
Biel et al.,2 is as follows:

d

dt
i1¼

1

L1
Eb � v1ð1� u1Þð Þ

d

dt
v1¼

1

C1
i1ð1� u1Þ � i2u2ð Þ

d

dt
i2¼

1

L2
v1u2 � v2ð Þ

d

dt
v2¼

1

C2
i2 �

v2
Zload

�
v2
Ron

� �

where i1 and i2 represent the current through inductors
L1 and L2, respectively, v1 and v2 represent the voltage
across capacitors C1 and C2, respectively, u1¼ {0, 1}
and u2¼ {�1, 1} represent switching signals, Eb is the
input DC voltage to the inverter, Zload is the load
impedance, and Ron is the internal resistance of the
inverter that accounts for no-load current draw of the
inverter. The equations for determining u1 and u2 are
obtained from Biel et al.,2 and given below:

u1 ¼
1 if �1

�
L1
v1 �

�
C1
i1

h i
5 0

0 if �1
�
L1
v1 �

�
C1
i1

h i
4 0

8<
:

Table 2. Identified battery parameters

Ambient Temperature ya¼ 22�C

Thermal Capacitance C�¼ 615.3 Wh/�C

Thermal Resistance R�¼ 0.01�C/W

Battery Capacitance C0¼ 106,360 F

Parasitic Resistance Rp¼ 500 �

Maximum Battery Charge Qmax¼ 2,765,360 C

Electrolyte Freezing

Temperature

yf¼�35�C

Empirical Coefficients C1¼ 51.079 F, C2¼ 51.216 F

C3¼ 567.56 F, R10¼ 0.05582 �

A11¼�0.025025,

R20¼ 0.001847 �

R30¼ 0.3579 �, A31¼�2.5315

A32¼ 0.22208, Kc¼ 1.33

C�0 ¼ 270,720 Ah, e¼ 0.642

�¼ 0.61, I*¼ 5 A
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Figure 16. Battery hybrid bond graph component model.
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Figure 17. Block diagram of a boost-buck AC inverter.
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Figure 18. Circuit model of a boost-buck AC inverter.
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where �1¼ �i1+�v1� �
R
(v1Ref� v1), dt�K, and

u2 ¼
1 if sgn(�2) 5 0
�1 if sgn(�2) 4 0

�

where

�2 ¼ a1ðv2Ref � v2Þ þ a2
d

dt
v2Ref �

d

dt
v2

� �
:

The identified parameters of the inverter model, based
on experiments run on ADAPT, are shown in Table 3.

The HBG component model of the inverter, shown
in Figure 19, is derived from its circuit model. Switch
Sw1 is represented by switching junctions 0b and 1c,
which operate synchronously. Switch Sw2 is repre-
sented by the switching junctions 1e, 1g, 0f, and 0h,
with 1e and 1g having the same CSPEC as junctions
0f and 0h, respectively. Junctions 1e and 0f are switched
on when u2¼�1, and switched off when u2 6¼�1.
However, junctions 1g and 0h are switched on when
u2¼ 1, and switched off when u2 6¼ 1. Effectively, junc-
tions 1e and 0f are on when junctions 1g and 0h are off,
and vice versa. The commutation, or change in direc-
tion, of the voltage polarity is brought about by the
opposite directions of bonds incident on junctions 1e
and 0f, and 1g and 0h, respectively. The sliding mode
controllers generate signals that switch the inverter
junctions at kilohertz frequency. In the inverter

component model shown in Figure 19, all but the
switched junctions, and all bonds except those shared
by adjacent switched junctions are in fixed causality,
and marked appropriately.

8.1.3. Relay. The relay HBG model consists of a
single switching 1-junction with two energy ports. The
junction models the relay’s switching behavior, by turn-
ing on or off depending on an external control signal.
The relay CSPEC model essentially is the same as that
of the relay Sw1, described in Example 1.

8.1.4. Light bulb. The light bulb component model
consists of a single energy port, a 1-junction, and an
R element whose resistance value is set to 234.7 �.

8.1.5. AC fan. The AC fan is modeled as a single
phase, fixed capacitor induction motor.19 We represent
the system using the standard d� q model, described by
Krause:20

Vqs¼Rsiqs þ
d

dt
�qs

Vds¼RSids þ
d

dt
�ds

Vqr¼Rriqr þ
d

dt
�qr �

p

N
!m�dr

Vdr¼RRidr þ
d

dt
�dr þ pN!m�qr

T¼p N�qridr �
1

N
�driqr

� �
d

dt
!m¼

1

2J
ðT� B!mÞ

where V denotes voltage, � denotes flux, i denotes cur-
rent, p is the number of pole pairs in the motor, N is the
ratio of the number of auxiliary winding’s effective
turns and the number of main winding’s effective
turns, T is the torque, J is inertia of the motor shaft,
B is friction in the motor shaft, and !m is the angular
velocity of fan. Subscripts q and d represent the q and d
axes, respectively, and r and s denotes rotor and stator,
respectively. We assume that the blades of the fan are
directly attached to the shaft of the motor, and hence
the inertia and friction of the blades are lumped with
those of the motor shaft. All other parameters have
their standard interpretations, i.e. �qs¼Lssiqs+Lmsiqr,
�ds¼LSSids+LmSidr, �qr¼Lrriqr+Lmsiqs, and
�dr¼LRRidr+LmSids.

20

Note that the AC fan has two 2-port I-fields with
parameters,

I1 ¼
Lss Lms

Lms L0rr

� �
, and I2 ¼

LSS Lms

Lms L0RR

� �
:

Table 3. Identified inverter parameters

Inductances L1¼ 0.0022 H, L2¼ 0.075 H

Capacitances C1¼ 0.0069 F, C2¼ 6� 10�6 F

Resistances Ron¼ 489.49 �

Sliding mode a¼ 0.8, b¼ 4.3649,

Controller 1 parameters d¼ 111.375, K¼ 829.3347

Sliding mode a1¼ 15.915,

Controller 2 parameters a2¼ 0.0048

Reference Voltages v1Ref¼ 190 V,

v2Ref ¼ 120
ffiffiffi
2
p

sinð120	Þ V

C : C1 C : C2I : L1 I : L2

R : Ron
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Figure 19. Inverter hybrid bond graph component model.
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The identified model parameters are presented
in Table 4. The HBG model of the fan, shown in
Figure 20, extends the induction motor model described
by Karnopp,21 by adding resistance B to model the fric-
tion of the motor shaft. Figure 20 also shows how the
single-phase output voltage from the inverter and its
quadrature are added as the two inputs to the motor
model presented by Karnopp.21 We convert the voltage
and current from the a� b to the d� q reference frame,
using two TFs (see Figure 20).

8.2. Virtual ADAPT

Using our modeling and simulation methodology, we
have developed VIRTUAL ADAPT, a high-fidelity sim-
ulation testbed for the ADAPT system. First, we devel-
oped a component library that includes the HBG
component models of the different ADAPT compo-
nents, many of which are described above. These com-
ponent models were constructed using our modeling
language in GME. Then, we estimated the parameters
of each component model and validated these models
using the testbed data. To generate the HBG model for
the complete ADAPT system, the different components

were instantiated from the component library, and con-
nected appropriately.

Once all of the component models were connected,
the Simulink model for the HBG was constructed auto-
matically through the interpretation process of MoTHS
applied to this composed model. In the complete
VIRTUAL ADAPT model, all non-switching junctions
are in fixed causality, and all switching junctions satisfy
the conditions for avoiding calls to Hybrid SCAP.
Hence, all reconfigurations in VIRTUAL ADAPT are
local, thereby minimizing computations due to mode
changes and increasing simulation efficiency.

VIRTUAL ADAPT offers a number of advantages to
the end user. As a simulation testbed, VIRTUAL

ADAPT provides a light-weight, portable alternative
to the actual ADAPT system, and uses identical soft-
ware interfaces as the actual testbed. Therefore, appli-
cations, such as a diagnostic reasoner, can be
transparently developed and tested using VIRTUAL

ADAPT, and then run on the actual system. This is
especially useful for running offline tests, when the
actual system is unavailable. Since our implementation
allows the injection of faults in the simulation testbeds,
faults which are dangerous or infeasible to inject in the
real testbed can be introduced in VIRTUAL ADAPT,
thereby increasing the functionality of the actual
testbed.

8.3. Experimental results

In the following, we present the results of two experi-
ments. The first experiment is designed to demonstrate
how we can model and simulate both nominal and
faulty system behavior using MoTHS, and the second
is to illustrate the improvements in simulation efficiency
gained by our proposed approach to causal reassign-
ment. All experiments were performed on an 2.4 GHz
Intel� Pentium Core

TM

2 Duo CPU desktop, having 2
GB of RAM. The model was simulated using a
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Figure 20. AC fan hybrid bond graph.

Table 4. Identified AC fan parameters

Inductances Lss¼ 0.275 H, LSS¼ 0.274 H,

L0rr ¼ 0:272 H, L0RR ¼ 0:271 H,

Lms¼ 0.1772 H, LmS¼ 0.2467 H

Inertia J¼ 6.5� 10�4 kg m2

Capacitances CstartRun¼ 21.1 mF

Resistances Rs¼ 163.02 �, RS¼ 168.14 �,

R0r ¼ 145:12 �, R0R ¼ 145:12 �,

RstartRun¼ 26 �,

Friction B¼ 4.734� 10�4 kg m2 s�1

Other parameters N¼ 1.18, p¼ 2
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fixed-step simulation with a sample period of 7.5 ms, as
required to model the fast switching of the inverter.

8.3.1. Experimental configuration. Figure 21 shows
the system configuration we used in our experiments
to demonstrate our simulation approach. The configu-
ration consists of a subset of VIRTUAL ADAPT ,
including a battery connected to a light bulb and an
AC fan through the inverter and two relays. The bat-
tery discharges through the inverter, and relays in the
circuit enable the loads to be switched online or offline.
As described previously, each of the two relays has one
switching junction, and the inverter has three pairs of
switching junctions, theoretically resulting in 28 possi-
ble modes. Even with such a small number of compo-
nents, the large number of system modes make the
advantage of our approach clear.

8.3.2. Experiment 1: Simulating nominal and faulty
system behavior. In Experiment 1, we simulate
VIRTUAL ADAPT in the chosen experimental configu-
ration. Two simulation runs are performed: one nomi-
nal, and the other with a fault injected in the light bulb.
The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the ability
of our modeling and simulation methodology to cor-
rectly simulate both nominal and faulty system
behavior.

Figure 22 shows the results of the nominal and faulty
simulation runs. We plot the voltages and currents at
the output of the battery and the inverter, as well as the
rotational speed of the AC fan. The Simulink model
was executed for 20 seconds of simulation time. First
the light bulb is connected to the inverter from t¼ 2 to 5 s.
An abrupt fault that is a 30% decrease in the light bulb
resistance is injected at 3 s. As we can see, the sliding
mode controllers are robust to load changes, and gen-
erates true 120 V RMS voltage for both the load con-
figurations, despite the occurrence of the fault.
However, the light bulb fault affects the inverter cur-
rent, and therefore, the battery current and voltage.
Figure 23 shows the battery current, inverter current
and inverter voltage immediately before and after the
fault is injected.

The fan is switched on between t¼ 7 and 15 s, and
results in a phase difference of 0.1346 rad between the
inverter current and voltage. When the fan is switched
on, its speed of rotation increases until it reaches a

steady state of about 78.5 rad s�1. On turning off, the
velocity reduces to zero.

8.3.3 Experiment 2: Gauging the efficiency of our
simulation approach. Table 5 presents the results of
an experiment to illustrate the efficiency gains obtained
by (i) the implementation of the causal reconfiguration
using incremental Hybrid SCAP instead of SCAP, and (ii)
the simplification of the reconfigurable BD model to
avoid the need for causal reassignment when propaga-
tion of causal changes does not occur. For this exper-
iment, we assume that the fan is the only load and is
turned on for the entire duration of the experiment.
Consider the inverter HBG model, shown in
Figure 19. All non-switched junctions in this model
are in fixed causality, because the adjacent energy stor-
age elements specify a unique determining bond for
these junctions. All switched junctions are not only in
constrained causality, but their determining bonds are
invariant whenever they are on, and their turning off
does not affect the causality of any adjacent HBG ele-
ments. For example, consider 0b and 1c. Since they
always change modes simultaneously (because they
share the same CSPEC), when on, 0b always imposes
flow on its adjacent junction 1c that is also on. When
they are off, the causality assignment of other active
junctions are not affected. The case is similar for pairs
1e and 0f, and 1g and 0h. Therefore, the switching of
the inverter junctions does not necessitate calling
Hybrid SCAP.

Although in the given experimental configuration,
mode changes of the switching junctions do not
require external calls to the Hybrid SCAP algorithm,
for comparison purposes, we also invoke SCAP and
Hybrid SCAP to reassign causality every time an inverter
mode change occurs, in the first and second runs of this
experiment, respectively. In the third run, we simulate
the HBG without requiring any external calls to Hybrid

SCAP.
The second column in Table 5 reports the real time

taken to simulate 1 s of simulation time for the different
simulation runs, each with a different approach for
causal reassignment. As can be seen from the second
column of Table 5, the first run is faster than the second
run, thereby showcasing the general gains in efficiency
Hybrid SCAP provides over SCAP. Also, the third run is
225.07 times faster than the first run, and 127.43 times
faster than the second run, thus establishing that avoid-
ing calls to the causal reassignment procedure results in
efficiency gains. Much of the extra time in the first two
runs can be attributed to the calls made to the external
SCAP and Hybrid SCAP algorithms. The third column in
Table 5 reports the average time taken by the different
approaches to reassign causality after a mode change.
This column clearly demonstrates the increase in

Battery Inverter 0

Light
bulb

Relay 1

Relay 2
AC
fan

Figure 21. ADAPT subsystem for case study.
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efficiency of causal reassignment using Hybrid SCAP

over SCAP. In our current example, Hybrid SCAP, on
average, performed causal reassignment about 13
times faster than SCAP. Our simulation approach

resulted in considerable improvements in the efficiency
of simulation of a number of other configurations,
especially for large systems such as the VIRTUAL

ADAPT simulation testbed.9 Further increases in
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Figure 22. Simulation results.
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simulation efficiency can be obtained by running our
simulation models in the Rapid Accelerator mode of
Simulink. Note that the improvements in simulation
time using Hybrid SCAP depend on the switching char-
acteristics of an HBG. Hence, the more the switchings
during the whole simulation, the more the improvement
in simulation performance, since the efficiency improve-
ments due to efficient causal reassignment will be
leveraged.

9. Related work

Explicitly pre-enumerating the continuous system
dynamics for each global system is the most naive
approach to modeling hybrid systems. Such approaches
include modeling languages, such as hybrid automata,
the most general computational models for hybrid sys-
tems.22 However, pre-enumeration is only feasible if the
number of system modes is small, which, for real
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Figure 23. Detailed plots of selected measurements near the time of fault injection.

Table 5. Comparison of causal reassignment methods

Method Real time taken for

Average time for

causal reassignment

1 s of simulation time per mode change

SCAP called at every mode change 13,121.75 s 0.1723 s

Hybrid SCAP called at every mode change 7,428.99 s 0.0136 s

No causal reassignment procedure called 58.30 s 0.0000 s
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systems, is seldom the case. A solution to this issue is
presented in Borutzky,23 where a hybrid system is mod-
eled using a Petri net or finite state machine to
pre-enumerate only the more important operating
modes of the system, and defining the continuous
behavior of the system in each of these modes using a
separate BG. The generation of the complete BG for
each mode, and its causality assignment can be tedious.
Also, the selection of important modes and the transi-
tions between these modes can be error-prone.
Hierarchical, component-based approaches, such as
those presented by Edström,24 Roychoudhury et al.,11

Liu et al.,25 Hofbaur and Wotawa,16 avoid the
pre-enumeration of system modes, thereby enabling
concise representation of hybrid systems. The global
system mode is determined by composing the modes
of each individual component. Hence, the issue of not
modeling important modes does not arise in
component-based approaches.

A general, hierarchical hybrid system modeling and
simulation framework using the Ptolemy environment
was presented in Liu et al.25 Hierarchical modeling of
hybrid systems is supported by executable actors, where
each actor models a subsystem. Actors can be atomic or
composite, with arbitrary levels of nesting. In Ptolemy,
a hierarchical hybrid automaton can be modeled as a
continuous-time actor at the top-most level containing
one or more finite state automata. The simulation is
executed in continuous time, and the continuous time
model is a composition of the continuous models of the
current state of each automaton. Guard conditions are
evaluated at discrete time points, and if they are
enabled, a state transition is executed, and continuous
time simulation continues with a new model with the
initial state being defined by the reset conditions. In this
approach, the modeler is required to explicitly enumer-
ate the continuous-time behavior in each subsystem
mode at the lowest level of abstraction. Also, since
Ptolemy is a general modeling approach, the modeler
has to determine the causal relations between the dif-
ferent variables in different states of the finite state
automaton. In BGs and HBGs, the causality informa-
tion in inherent in the model structure, and systematic
procedures can be used for automatically assigning cau-
sality and deriving computational models from BGs
and HBGs. Moreover, BGs and HBGs are designed
for modeling physical systems, and so, such systems
are easier to model with HBGs, than general languages,
such as hybrid automata.

Several approaches have been proposed for simulat-
ing continuous system behavior using BGs. Some of
these approaches are developed for simulating hybrid
system behavior and, hence, implicitly simulates contin-
uous system behavior. The CAMP-G system26,27 com-
piles the bond graph equations into code form for

execution as MATLAB M-functions or Simulink
S-functions. In Dymola,28 bonds with variable causality
can be implemented as acausal bonds, which are con-
verted into a set of differential algebraic equations for
simulation.29 The simulation software30,31 SYMBOLS
2000 makes use of capsules (encapsulated objects),
which include derived equations of subsystems, with
either fixed or generic causality. The notion of capsules,
therefore, is similar to our HBG components.
SYMBOLS 2000 performs causality assignment by sol-
ving the equations symbolically. Our modeling and sim-
ulation methodology, although designed primarily for
HBGs, applies to BGs as well. Our approach, in the
absence of algebraic loops, exploits causality to express
the system dynamics as a system of ODEs, which are
then implemented using BDs. If algebraic loops are
present, our approach generates BD structures that cor-
respond to DAEs. Solving DAEs requires more sophis-
ticated iterative computational solvers, and in some
cases, may face numerical convergence problems. Our
modeling and simulation methodology depends entirely
on the solvers of existing simulation applications for
the implementation of the procedures for generating
the ODEs or DAEs from the BD and simulating them.

Extending BGs to model hybrid systems has been
studied by a number of researchers.23,32,33,34

Karnopp and Rosenberg,35 Garcia et al.,36 and
Granda et al.26,27 introduced non-linear resistances
and Boolean-valued modulated transformers to model
discontinuous behavior, but the conditions for idea-
lized, lossless switching are violated. An ideal switch,
Sw, was introduced as a new BG element by Buisson et
al.37 and Strömberg et al.,38 and switching bonds were
proposed by Broenink and Wijbrans.39 HBGs augment
BGs by including switching junctions for modeling dis-
crete mode changes. Switching junctions do not violate
the basic energy relations in the system for handling
idealized mode changes.4,40 Furthermore, the imple-
mentation of the switching junction maintains a sepa-
ration between the switching scheme and the energy
transfer principles that govern the behavior of contin-
uous systems.

The inclusion of Sw elements, switching bonds, or
switching junctions within BGs may necessitate reas-
signment of causality when mode changes occur.
A number of different approaches have been proposed
for updating the causal assignment of the reconfigured
HBG model after a mode change occurs. Some
approaches recompute the causal assignments in their
entirety and regenerate the model. Edström24 and
Manders et al.41 applied causal assignment to the
entire model at each mode change to generate the
new equations. Incremental reassignment is more effi-
cient because in most cases, as we have shown, only a
small part of the computational model will change from
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one mode to the next. Therefore, in our approach, we
implement an incremental causal reassignment proce-
dure that uses the causal assignment in the previous
mode to efficiently assign causality in the new mode
and reconfigure the BD structure according to the
new causal assignment.

HBGs capture a set of ODEs or DAEs in each mode
of system operation. The equations can be represented
in implicit or explicit form. CAMP-G formulates the
constituent system equations explicitly, but Dymola
models the system equations implicitly. HYBRSIM42

captures the system equations in implicit form, and
uses algebraic solvers for simulating the system. Our
modeling and simulation approach represents the equa-
tions in explicit form, and relies on the solvers used by
existing simulation applications, for various hybrid
simulation algorithms, such as zero-crossing detection.

10. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an approach for mod-
eling and simulation of complex systems with switching
behaviors using HBGs. Our approach for building
computational models from HBGs provides a compre-
hensive framework starting from component-based
physical system models and deriving efficient computa-
tional models in the form of reconfigurable block dia-
grams for hybrid systems. Typically, simulation of
hybrid systems requires pre-enumeration of models
for different operational modes, which is space-
inefficient, or regeneration of models when mode
changes occur during simulation, which is time-
inefficient. In this work, we retain the space-efficiency
of simulation-time model generation, but make the
incremental model regeneration process time-efficient
by recognizing that only parts of the model change
causal assignments, and only these parts need to be
reconfigured when mode changes occur. The notion
of fixed causality of bonds and elements, derived from
model topology, facilitates identification of model frag-
ments that retain the same configuration in all modes of
system operation. In addition, the notion of forced cau-
sality forms the basis of our causality reassignment pro-
cedure, Hybrid SCAP, applied when mode changes
occur. The algorithm, an extension of the traditional
SCAP algorithm, incrementally updates the causality
assignment from the previous mode to that of the
new mode. Reducing the number of possible block dia-
gram configurations, and minimizing the number of
changes that need to be made when mode changes
occur results in efficient computational models for sim-
ulation as has been demonstrated in our case study of
the ADAPT system.

We implemented our framework as the MoTHS tool
suite, with a two-stage model interpreter. The first stage

converts component-based HBG models to efficient
computational models implemented as reconfigurable
block diagrams, and the second translates the BD
models to executable MATLAB Simulink models.
We used MoTHS to build VIRTUAL ADAPT, a
high-fidelity simulation testbed for ADAPT, a large
electrical power distribution system with complex
hybrid and non-linear behaviors. Simulation results
demonstrated the capability of our framework to cor-
rectly capture both nominal and faulty operation sce-
narios. Experimental results also demonstrate the
efficiency improvements our methodology can offer.

The integral causality assumption for energy storage
elements is important for our time- and space-efficient
simulation approach. Allowing HBG elements to be in
derivative causality may introduce numerical problems
during simulation, for example, under derivative cau-
sality, the current through a capacitance will be infinity
when the voltage across the capacitance increases step-
wise. Simulating HBG elements in derivative causality
will also imply knowing a future value to correctly com-
pute the derivative at the current time point, and deri-
vatives of signals are noisier than their integrals. Hence,
the integral causality assumption is more practical for
our simulation purposes. However, if the integral cau-
sality assumption is relaxed, and derivative causality
assignment is allowed, some of the gains in space effi-
ciency of the reconfigurable BD would be lost, since C
or I elements would not be assigned fixed causality, and
the assignment of fixed causality for HBG elements
would depend on how far the fixed causality of
energy source elements would propagate, which is typ-
ically not much. Fewer fixed causality assignments
results in a decrease of space-efficiency of the reconfi-
gurable BD models. For the online causal reassignment
procedure, the C or I elements would be treated simi-
larly to R elements with preference given to integral
causality. We would still obtain considerable savings
in this scenario compared with running SCAP on the
entire HBG every time a mode change occurred,
because causality reassignment would still not likely
propagate very far.

As part of future work, we will apply our modeling
approach and computational model generation
schemes to other large, real-world hybrid systems. We
also believe the main idea of our HBG-based approach
can be extended to other component-based hybrid
systems modeling frameworks. For example, causal
information extracted from the modeling paradigm,
or made available otherwise, can lead to the assignment
of fixed causal forms on equation fragments used in
modeling languages such as Modelica.43,44 In addition,
we also wish to build additional interpreters in the
MoTHS framework to generate executable simulations
in other graphical simulation environments. We would
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also like to extend our simulation model generation
approach to include intelligent model validation algo-
rithms (such as that presented by Hofbaur and
Wotawa16) to evaluate the correctness of the model
across all system modes before simulating. Finally, we
would like to further improve simulation efficiency by
including a caching mechanism that avoids having to
recalculate causal assignment updates for system modes
that have occurred previously.
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